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Subject:

Addendum to Item 21e, Coastal Commission LCP Amendment
IMB-MAJ-3-12 (Medical Marijuana Distribution Facilities), for the
Commission Meeting of March 7, 2013.
________________________________________________________________________
Staff recommends the following changes be made to the above-referenced staff report:
On Page 1, the following correction shall be made above the Summary of Amendment
Request:
The subject LCP Implementation Plan amendment was submitted and filed as
complete on November 9, 2012. A one-year extension request was granted by the
Commission on December 12, 2012. At that time, the City requested that that the
item be set for the San Diego Commission hearing. Therefore, the date by which
the Commission must take action is January 8, 2013 2014.

On Page 1, the following correction shall be made to the Summary of Amendment
Request:
The proposed amendment would add a new chapter to the City’s Zoning
Code/Implementation Plan prohibiting medical marijuana distribution facilities in
all zoning districts. This defined use does not currently legally exist in the city.
The chapter also includes a Violations section, noting that any such uses are a
public nuisance and not subject to criminal enforcement remedies, and a
Severability section, which allows that if some portion of the Chapter is deemed
unenforceable by a court, the Chapter as a whole will not be deemed
unenforceable.
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SUBJECT: STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON CITY OF IMPERIAL BEACH LCP
AMENDMENT IMB-MAJ-3-12 (MEDICAL MARIJUANA DISTRIBUTION
FACILITIES) for Commission Meeting of March 6 - 8 , 2013

The subject LCP Implementation Plan amendment was submitted and filed as complete
on November 9, 2012. Therefore, the date by which the Commission must take action is
January 8, 2013.
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT REQUEST
The proposed amendment would add a new chapter to the City’s Zoning
Code/Implementation Plan prohibiting medical marijuana distribution facilities in all
zoning districts. This defined use does not currently legally exist in the city. The chapter
also includes a Violations section, noting that any such uses are a public nuisance and
subject to criminal enforcement remedies, and a Severability section, which allows that if
some portion of the Chapter is deemed unenforceable by a court, the Chapter as a whole
will not be deemed unenforceable.
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff is recommending that the Commission approve the proposed IP amendment
prohibiting medical marijuana distribution facilities. The proposed prohibition of medical
marijuana dispensaries does not raise any issues relative to consistency with the certified
land use plan. This request for certification has been brought to the Commission because
the City determined that this land use prohibition must be contained in the City’s Zoning
Code, and the Zoning Code is a part of their Local Coastal Program. Any changes to the
City’s Zoning Code requires an LCP amendment.
The Commission can only reject such amendments where it can be shown that the
amendment would be inconsistent with the certified Land Use Plan (LUP) and/or render
the Implementation Plan (IP) inadequate to carry out the LUP. The proposed change to
the IP, as amended, continues to conform with, and be adequate to carry out the relevant
provisions of the City’s certified Land Use Plan. No coastal resource impacts will result
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and the amendment does not raise any public access issues. Therefore, staff is
recommending that the Commission approve LCPA IMB-MAJ-3-13 as submitted.
The appropriate resolutions and motions begin on Page 3. The findings for approval of
the Implementation Plan Amendment as submitted begin on Page 4.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Further information on the Imperial Beach LCP Amendment IMB-MAJ-3-13 may be
obtained from Diana Lilly, Coastal Planner, at (619) 767-2370.

PART I. OVERVIEW
A. LCP HISTORY
On June 30, 1981, the City of Imperial Beach formally submitted its Land Use Plan
(LUP) for Commission approval. The plan, as originally submitted, comprised the City’s
entire General Plan (10 elements and a policy plan). Since the plan contained a large
volume of material that was not coastal-related and policies addressing coastal issues
were found throughout many of the elements, staff summarized the coastal policies into
one document. This policy summary along with the Land Use Element was submitted to
the Commission as the LCP Land Use Plan.
On September 15, 1981, the Commission found substantial issue with the LUP, as
submitted, denied and then conditionally approved the LUP with recommended policy
changes for all policy groups. The City resubmitted the LCP Land Use Plan in early
1982, incorporating most of the Commission’s suggested policy modifications. This
included modification language related to the preservation and protection of Oneonta
Slough/Tijuana River Estuary and South San Diego Bay, preservation and enhancement
of coastal access and the provision for visitor-serving commercial uses in the Seacoast
District. On March 16, 1982, the Commission certified the City of Imperial Beach LCP
Land Use Plan as submitted. The Commission on November 18, 1982 effectively
certified the land use plan. In 1983, prior to certification of the Implementation Plan, the
Commission approved an amendment to the LUP to correct a mapping error.
On August 15, 1983, the City began issuing coastal development permits pursuant to
Section 30600.5 (Hannigan provisions) of the Coastal Act based on project compliance
with its certified LUP. The City then submitted its entire Zoning Ordinance in order to
implement the provisions of the certified Land Use Plan. The zoning ordinance was
completely rewritten in order to implement the LUP. On September 26, 1984, the
Commission approved the LCP/Implementation Plan as submitted. As of February 13,
1985, the City has been issuing coastal development permits under a certified local
coastal program. Subsequent to the Commission’s actions on the land use plan and
implementation plan, there have been approximately thirty amendments to the certified
local coastal program.
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B. STANDARD OF REVIEW
Pursuant to Section 30513 of the Coastal Act, the Commission may only reject zoning
ordinances or other implementing actions, as well as their amendments, on the grounds
that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified land use plan. The Commission shall take action by a majority vote of the
Commissioners present.
C. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The City has held City Council meetings with regard to the subject amendment request.
All of those local hearings were duly noticed to the public. Notice of the subject
amendment has been distributed to all known interested parties.

PART II. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM SUBMITTAL – RESOLUTIONS
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation are provided just prior to each resolution.
MOTION:

I move that the Commission reject the Implementation Program
Amendment for the City of Imperial Beach as submitted.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF CERTIFICATION AS SUBMITTED:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in certification of the
Implementation Program Amendment as submitted and the adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of
the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM AMENDMENT
AS SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Program Amendment for the City
of Imperial Beach as submitted and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that
the Implementation Program conforms with, and is adequate to carry out, the provisions
of the certified Land Use Plan, and certification of the Implementation Program
Amendment will meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act,
because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated
to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the Implementation Program
Amendment on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible alternatives or
mitigation measures that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on
the environment that will result from certification of the Implementation Program
Amendment.
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PART III. FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL OF THE CITY OF IMPERIAL BEACH
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT, AS SUBMITTED
A. AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION.
The proposed LCP amendment would amend the certified Imperial Beach LCP
implementation plan by adding a new chapter 19.61 (Medical Marijuana Distribution
Facilities) to the City’s Zoning Code. The new chapter defines a “Medical marijuana
distribution facility” through a reference to the previously amended business licensing
and regulation chapter of the Imperial Beach municipal code (which is not part of the
Zoning Code or the LCP), which is as follows:
A.
“Medical marijuana distribution facility” is: (1) any facility or location,
whether fixed or mobile, where marijuana is made available, sold, transmitted,
given or otherwise provided to four or more persons with identification cards or
qualified patients, or primary caregivers, as defined in California Health and
Safety Code Section 11362.5 et seq., as amended from time to time; or (2) any
facility where four or more qualified patients, persons with identification cards
and primary caregivers meet or congregate collectively and cooperatively to
cultivate or distribute marijuana for medical purposes under the purported
authority of California Health and Safety Code Section 11362.5 et seq.
B.
“Medical marijuana distribution facility” shall not include any of
the following facilities licensed and properly operating pursuant to the provisions
of Division 2 of the California Health and Safety Code as long as any such use
complies strictly with applicable law including, but not limited to, California
Health and Safety Code Section 11362.5 et seq., as amended from time to time:
1.

A clinic;

2.

A health facility;

3.

A residential care facility for persons with chronic, life-threatening
illnesses;

4.

A licensed residential care facility for the elderly; or

5.

A residential hospice or a home health agency.

The proposed new chapter prohibits medical marijuana distribution facilities as defined
above in all zoning districts. The proposed chapter also includes a Violations section that
declares any use or condition caused or permitted to exist in violation of the Chapter to be
a public nuisance that may be abated by the City, and a Severability section, which
allows that if some portion of the Chapter is deemed unenforceable by a court, the
Chapter as a whole will not be deemed unenforceable.
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B. CONFORMANCE WITH THE CERTIFIED LAND USE PLAN
The City’s stated rational for the prohibition of medical marijuana dispensaries is that
several California cities and counties which have permitted the establishment of medical
marijuana distribution facilities have experienced serious adverse impacts resulting from
such uses, including burglaries, robberies, violence, illegal sales of marijuana to, and use
of marijuana by minors and other persons without medical need in the areas immediately
surrounding such medical marijuana distribution facilities. The City Council anticipates
that the City of Imperial Beach will experience similar adverse impacts and effects.
Under the Federal Controlled Substances Act, the manufacture, distribution, or
possession of marijuana is a criminal offense. Under California State law, including the
Compassionate Use Act of 1996 and the Medical Marijuana Program (MMP) Act of
2003, seriously ill Californians are granted access to marijuana for medical purposes.
However, the City asserts that the experience of other cities has been that many medical
marijuana distribution facilities do not operate as true cooperatives or collectives in
compliance with the MMP. Thus, these businesses may be engaged in cultivation,
distribution and sale of marijuana in a manner that remains illegal under both California
and federal law; as a result, the City could be obligated to commit substantial resources to
regulating and overseeing the operation of medical marijuana distribution facilities to
ensure that the facilities operate lawfully and are not fronts for illegal drug trafficking.
In its review, the City cited the following LUP Policy:
Goal 11 “Small Beach Oriented Town” states: […]
e. Economic Development
The City shall foster development of a broader tax base to support residents
of, and visitors to the City. However, this development must be compatible
with the goal of remaining a small, beach-oriented town. Economic activities
should focus on generating income through expanded local services, visitor
serving uses and ecotourism and research related to the City's natural
resources.
The standard of review established in the Coastal Act for LCP implementation submittals
or amendments is their consistency with and ability to carry out the provisions of the
certified LUP. As noted above, Coastal Act Section 30513 states in relevant part:
The Commission may only reject zoning ordinances, zoning district maps, or
other implementing actions on the grounds that they do not conform with, or are
inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified land use plan.
Given the limited nature of the Commission’s review, the merits of the proposed change
is not before the Commission for its consideration. Similarly, the question before the
Commission is not whether the proposed change is required by, or even within the scope
of issues addressed by the Coastal Act. The only question is whether the change would
render the existing IP out of conformity with the LUP or inadequate to carry it out.
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The proposed amendment will not conflict with the policies certified as part of the City of
Imperial Beach LUP. There is no policy in the LUP that mandates the availability of
dispensaries for medical marijuana, either directly or indirectly. The proposed
amendment does not conflict with the above cited LUP policy, or any of the LUP policies
intended to protect community character. Thus, the proposed amendment will not conflict
with the certified LUP, the standard of review in this case.
Further, the addition of a prohibition of medical marijuana dispensaries does not in any
way reduce the adequacy of the IP to carry out the provisions of the LUP. Therefore, the
Commission finds that the proposed amendment, as submitted, does not raise any issues
justifying its rejection pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30513.
PART IV. CONSISTENCY WITH THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 21080.5 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exempts local
government from the requirement of preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in
connection with its local coastal program. The Commission's LCP review and approval
program has been found by the Resources Agency to be functionally equivalent to the
EIR process. Thus, under CEQA Section 21080.5, the Commission is relieved of the
responsibility to prepare an EIR for each LCP.
Nevertheless, the Commission is required in an LCP submittal or, as in this case, an LCP
amendment submittal, to find that the LCP, or LCP, as amended, does conform to CEQA
provisions. In the case of the subject LCP amendment, the Commission finds that
approval of the subject LCP amendment as submitted, would not result in significant
environmental impacts under the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act.
As described above, the LCP, as amended, will be consistent with and adequate to carry
out the policies of the certified Land Use Plan. Therefore, the Commission finds that
approval of the LCP amendment will not result in significant adverse environmental
impacts under the meaning of CEQA. There are no feasible alternatives under the
meaning of CEQA which would reduce the potential for significant adverse
environmental impacts. Therefore, the Commission finds that no significant unmitigable
environmental impacts under the meaning of CEQA will result from the approval of the
proposed LCP amendment as submitted.
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